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Venus ingress Aries Friday February 20th 3:03 PM
Full Moon in Virgo Thursday March 5th 1:07 PM

Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius Saturday March 14th 11:03 AM
Jupiter retrograde in Leo throughout cycle

next new Moon in Pisces Friday March 20 5:37 AM



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".
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Overview
New Moon in Aquarius

Wednesday February 18th 6:48 PM EST

T
hings which qualify admiration of being a specific individual continue to play out this
Moon cycle. For some this will occur by projecting these ideals of what being important
means on another. A powerful YOD is in place during the new Moon. Jupiter retrograde

in Leo sits at the helm. The things an important person can do! How one feels about standing out
in an admirable way can trigger issues right now. Whether it is self admiration or the admiration
of another the whole thing of accepting or experiencing the singling out of one individual over
everyone else will be an on going dynamic throughout this Moon cycle. What this individual has
the opportunity to discover is their beliefs about who society is. These beliefs may have
remained unidentified and perhaps invisible. The significance of these beliefs may have been
over looked yet now these beliefs become important as they serve to qualify the individualized
identity the individual either strives for or compares themselves to. The YOD also includes
Chiron in Pisces sextile to Pluto and Ceres in Capricorn. This sextile will temper most higher or
mightier self concepts as it brings into the power structure of this astrological alignment the need
to understand the feelings of accomplishing major public things. Social moralities for example
may be the ingredient which fixes difficult self esteem issues. These things, the resolutions and
insights, will occur via dynamic events which seem to come upon certain individuals. Of course
there is coincidence here as the events are significant because of what they cause the individuals
involved to feel and experience. These are most likely things they would not have chosen as
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guided by their ego alone. The feeling which an individual ends up experiencing is the
significant element of the public event they are involved with. As the individual accepts what
they have brought to themselves they will further their journey toward increased awareness. In
the meantime there will be those who have difficulty dodging their denial or lack of
compassionate considering. The way an individual is admired by others is the by-product of they
continuing alignment to integrity and self honesty. We may be inspiring others and yet this is the
by-product of our commitment to what we believe in and what we stand for. We build many
social beliefs simple by being ourselves, if our actions inspire others so be it.

There may be a lot of people all attempting to get public recognition. Some may assume that they
are poised for public recognition because they are getting their work out to the public. Although
there may be a history of desiring public recognition the current pulse goes back to July 17th
when Jupiter made the Leo ingress. Starting December 23rd however there has been a continuous
sucking back of blind optimism as Jupiter went retrograde on that day. Jupiter will once again go
direct yet not until April 8th, at this time the headlights are back on, the inspiration to be a public
figure once again races forward. Some have been experiencing an up then down sense of their
vision and more importantly their identity. Identity here refers to an image or character assumed
viable for public popularity. Some may be aligning with this identity. Key here is Aquarius
influence as this can give us the scoop on what qualifies this identity. The current Aquarius Moon
cycle and the one preceding this one have given the individual the opportunity to discover or
learn more about the community to which their notoriety is to be embraced. Jupiter's forward
motion through Leo from July 17th 2014 until December 23rd 2014 will have provided the light
of inspiration, a boost, which can be like a wave the individual rides. Asteroid Juno is also
transiting Leo indicating motivation to be recognized as a public figure for the benefit of
securing or enforcing a partnership.

Lost freedom may seem to have found some individuals as the Aquarius new Moon was so
quickly invaded or doused with Pisces energy. The sense that all things are happening at the
same time, emotionally, can create a sense of loss as the direction one wants to go in seems
interrupted by just about everything and everyone. Freedom has been a big concern for may for
some time yet now that it is showing itself freedom may actually be a bit difficult to live with?
Who is making the decisions? Perhaps it was easier when someone else gives the answers asked
the questions or dictated the rules. Doing everything one's own way all the time takes some
getting use to.

The dynamic between being independent verses being apart of a partnership or some type of
team arrangement carries on this Moon cycle. At times an individual may want to be independent
and at other times they want to be apart of a team. The independent urge however will most
likely feel different than the partnership urge. The independent urge is likely coming from past
patterns of reacting to a situation, a pattern which may be a sort of default way of dealing with
something. The partnership urge will feel fresh and new, perhaps a little scary. The scare can be
attributed to the unknown waters of trusting or allowing another to participate in something in a
way in which the individual has not previously experienced. In other words it is most likely the
partnership route which will be the most fulfilling. This is not to say the individual will not have
challenges within the partnership, in fact they most likely will. However these challenges are
valuable opportunities for the individual to discover and own those beliefs they have been
adhering to, beliefs which have been hy-jacking their own partnership opportunities. In many
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cases the issue will be a reflection where the independent individual comes into dynamic
situation with another who has the same or opposite issue occurring.

We getting a second consecutive new Moon in Aquarius, consecutive Moon cycle's in the same
zodiac sign is a rare occurrence. Feelings and concerns related to community and social
dynamics has likely been a highlight for the individual in the recent month and continues now.
Who one associates with and the community which hosts this group becomes increasingly
focused on. One of the things which has increased in energy and concern is what defines or
attributes peer admiration. The individual may have already experienced this recently. Even back
to late summer the sense of who is who socially may have been tripping some internalized
concerns in relation to public notoriety. A satisfaction, or perhaps the opposite, is somewhat
irrelevant as the individual is being shown their beliefs as to what constitutes community from
the perspective as to what is believed to be the leader or model member of the community. It
may not be a particular individual however there is an ideal archetype if you will which is used
as a measuring guide, unconsciously most likely. This measuring guide being an echo of the
foundational quality one feels from their social connections. Assumptions about one's own
admirable qualities may become exaggerated and in some cases a rude awakening is in order as it
brings back a certain correction or energy balance. Again it is the individuals ability to be aware
of their sovereignty to a degree which allows them to avoid the trappings of seeking external
validation. As older, or past leaders, are retired, in some cases destroyed, new leaders appear.
Leadership or admiration of an individual, an urban hero for example, is relevant now as this can
be and has been the seed for socializing. As the mode of community shifts phase, or changes in
anyway, the correlating leadership and admiration of the individual will also change in step. New
leaders arrive or at least a new ideal measuring guide for public harmony and community
interaction is being moved into place in a foundational way, communities are experiencing the
initial effects of creating a new foundation.

A large group of individuals are either accepting relationship with a new quality of trust or are
preparing themselves for such an acceptance. For some this can mean dealing with the
discombobulation of fierce independence. This shows up specifically in the choices people make,
how they act or involve themselves with others, their relationship beliefs and intentions.
Discombobulations are like contradictions where the individual is attempting to harmonize
contradictory beliefs. This will be considered real because of the emotional reaction the
individual experiences. Emotions which are the indications of disharmonious energy meeting up
within the individuals internal beliefs can correlate with an external world relationship situation.
The current dance involves independent actions, choices made on ones own which will obviously
affect others yet the others are not considered. Or more accurately the opinions of others are not
weighted high in terms of consideration. Instead of discussing and getting a sense of what others
want to do the individual instead does what they want, typically without discussing the matter. In
fact the individuals decisions may be revealed at the very last moment where there is no other
opportunity to do it another way. Where this type or example of independent action may have
worked repeatedly in the past it is most likely reoccurring now with unexpected outcomes. The
so called independent individual is currently being shocked and busted as indicated by the
current seventeen year transit of Uranus through Aries (May 2010 - May 2018).

***
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Sun Sign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Aquarius the focus will be on ideals and invention which
support social well being. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of experiencing visions of freedom and all the opportunities and
inspirations which spring from utopian focus. Such envisioned delights bring forward a feeling
about one's self admiration. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the nature of how self
admiration is related to public interaction is observed. Those born under the Sun sign Aquarius
have a natural propensity to self admiration harmonized with social ideals. They naturally and
easily move beyond boundaries of limitation which are qualified by social distinction. Not to
exclude others as we all have Aquarius somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the
following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Aquarius
propensity for idealism. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic inclination toward social
and public good will of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the report.
These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I experience social ideals …

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

by how I observe and accept all who I come in contact with.

by how I accept what others think and say without judgment.

by accepting the way I feel about myself relative to my social involvement.

by allowing myself to be filled with joy and inspiration as I embrace social freedom.

by being discerning as to what is and what is not a personal responsibility.

by recognizing how my partnerships align me with new social potentials.

by allowing these ideals to be creatively supported by my partnership experiences.

by trusting and accepting new ways of being involved with humanity and the planet.

through my dedication to the public, through my career.

by allowing my spontaneous self to be publicly involved.

by being a member of the greatest social club of all, by accepting my inclusion within the
symbiosis of Mother Earth.
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***

January 6th

February 26th & 27th

March 7th, 8th & 9th

April 4th & 5th

May 26th

July 7th

August 31st & September 1st

September 10th & 11th

October 9th & 10th

November 27th
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01 Wednesday February 18th - new Moon in Aquarius 6:48 PM EST

02 Wednesday February 18th - Moon enters Pisces 6:49 PM

03 Friday February 20th - Moon enters Aries 6:14 PM

Adjustments or concessions
made which include becoming apart of a harmonious team may prove worth the effort. Another
new Moon in Aquarius will focus again on how we socialize who we are as a community and
how we feel about our friends and the public we relate with. Much of our self definition or public
identity is implied in how we feel about our community and what we believe about who the
public is. A sense that team work and harmony, partnership, is offering fresh new starts is a grand
opportunity for many. The folly of being grossly independent is showing it's own sign of limited
self satisfaction. For those who have been able to move beyond such independence new
friendships and partnerships may be occurring. For those who have not challenges will likely be
thrown in their path which call for the considering of others.

Seconds after the new Moon in Aquarius the Moon makes a Pisces ingress. And this is the
second consecutive new Moon in Aquarius, also not a typical thing. The reality of one's social
situation or their relationship with the public, their friends, their peers, may become known to
them in a different way at some point during this Moon cycle. The need for an idea or belief to
be shared among friends and for this belief to seed and or qualify self admiration within this
social group may become better known to those involved. The Pisces quality of merging
everything as the boundaries have been removed can cause people to feel the value of their
shared reality. We are together more than some may think or realize, it is during this Moon cycle
that this realization can become apparent. For example feeling strongly about something can
affect others without saying a word. As self identities are sorted out and as self admiration ideals
are tested in peer groups a truth about the group involved can become known. Aquarius has been
well experienced and felt recently as we just completed an entire Moon cycle with the Sun in
Aquarius. And so the Aquarius comfort and security, which is defined by unbounded compassion
and feeling the reality of others, comes along and asks each individual how real their freedom is.
The freedom we know for ourselves, is it the same freedom we know for others? This Moon
cycle will explore this as there is such a high amount of impulsive and spontaneous action type
energy present as well right now. The phrase "actions speak louder that words" will write the
truth for many this Moon cycle.

For those who have been unable to take an obvious bold courageous action today may be their
special day. For those who have made boldness a normal or default way of connecting with
others they may need to break a bit. Either way the good outcome is most likely related to
valuing and respecting partnership over grossly independent consideration. Energy connected
with the Moon's north node in Libra is better allowed when actions are in consideration of team
projects, or in someway connected to experience with another. The Moon's north node transits
Libra from February 18th 2014 to November 12th 2015. For now while the Moon transits Aries
issues which justify actions may be either survival issues or communication issues. In the
instance of survival issues it may seem to the individual that they have to fight to survive and yet
this is a belief. The reality which would have them believing such may be a bit fantastic and as

In an unusual occurrence of Sun Moon conjunction and Lunar ingress this period is only seconds
long as the new Moon is followed quickly by a Pisces Moon ingress.

Sun ingress Pisces February 18th 6:51 PM
Mars ingress Aries Thursday February 19th 7:12 PM
Venus ingress Aries Friday February 20th 3:03 PM
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such upon investigation the folly of assuming something is more real that it really is may be
revealed and the individual not feel such pressure to take aggressive action. In the case of
communication it is the spontaneous or impulsive self which sort of automatically speaks up.
This may revel the assumed nature of one's public position and at the same time implying the
position of others, which they may or may not agree with. Either way spontaneous words echo
the quality of freedom the individual believes they possess.

Keeping things steady and predicable may seem more important right now as the Moon transits
Taurus. Those who insist on the same old same old may appear difficult and stubborn to others
who have already accepted some obvious change. A Venus Mars conjunction in Aries indicates
the attraction of being bold and aggressive, this spark of courage most likely directed to some
typical way of thinking or doing things. Expecting life or current dynamics to fit into expected
routines can be difficult, perhaps the opportunity here is to accept change. The over due result of
not allowing the past to simple retire can also be challenging. One way to hang onto the past is to
resist the lessons past events have show us. Self questioning can rise if an individual has recently
been wanting to understand their place socially. This can also occur if the individual has been
changing or adjusting their beliefs, especially those related to their place within community. If
such is the case an inability to move forward will also affect their thoughts where a cycling over
the same thing just keeps happening. If there is emotional reactions now it may be simply the
individual wants change yet is resisting it. The new areas which can offer joyful potential will
most likely be in accepting the friendship of another or simple allowing oneself to work with
another where as in the past things were very much done independently. Also an ongoing
partnership or friendship may be changing because another has made some drastic change which
affects ones relationship with them. The opportunity now is to accept where the past must be let
go of and to use the courage one is most likely feel to move into some new area of relating and
creating harmony with others.

The mind has little trouble finding freedom as Mercury transits Aquarius. The Moon's transit
through Gemini however can affect how people feel about what is said, some reacting more
strongly than they typically would. With Sun in Pisces moving into a conjunction with Neptune
during this Moon Gemini transit a interest or propensity to fantastic versions of reality will
present opportunities for many to explore. A fantastic idea or vision for one individual could well
be a delusionary interest to another. The manner in which some choose to communicate will
likely reveal or imply the presence of such an interest. Saturn in Sagittarius opposite Gemini will
in some cases challenge ideas and talk which is outside the immediate interest of others who feel
the ideas shared are not relevant to their current objective. The acceptance or rejecting of ideas
can also be affected by the need to become clear about one's identity. One's identity as connected
to their social paradigm is revealed to self by the way they react, and with the Moon in Gemini
the reaction to an idea or how something is said can be more sensitive than usual. As the beliefs
are implied, some being rather fantastic, the feeling of alienation which some individuals
experience will be related most likely to this need to have their identity, their social identity,
intact and healthy. In some cases the individual may be feeling it is time to drop an identity or to
reject a social dynamic as they believe it is no longer relevant. The way in which an individual
communicates may be changing and it is now with the Moon transiting Gemini that the affects of
this change are becoming apparent and real. An individual's reaction to what another says

04 Sunday February 22nd - Moon enters Taurus 7:29 PM

05 Tuesday February 24th - Moon enters Gemini 11:55 PM
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indicates what is real to them. With Mercury in Aquarius right now there is a boost in the reach
of an individuals mind and a willingness to extend freedom of thought beyond typical limits. As
such this may be a time where some discover that they are different than they were before and
that they enjoy fresh new ideas and ways to share these ideas even if they are at times difficult to
consider.

Some people may be more sensitive than usual about their self image. Extreme reactions and
exaggerated responses can for some be experienced now as the Moon travels Cancer. Sensitivity
increases typically when the Moon is in Cancer and some individuals will shift and change their
mood quickly. The added Aries and Mars influence here can indicate how this increased
sensitivity can translate to spontaneous reactions. Hopefully these will not be in frustration and
anguish. The increased sensitivity with all this individualized action energy can be a valuable
mix for some as it can get them over a hump where there has been an inability to move forward
with something. The desire to get things moving can occur but it may be like jumping into a
swimming pool to get over the fear of water or swimming. Emotional energy when it starts to
move can be healthy, once things calm down an individual can typically feel refreshed. There is
also some creative impulses here which can be valuable for those who need or feel they want to
move dullness out of their typical routine. Creative spark is there for the individual who has
aligned with some form or outlet, as in being an artist speaker musician or motivator. A Uranus
Jupiter trine in fire signs again adds up to bold confident actions. Jupiter is however still
retrograde in Leo (until April 8th) and so the sense that one needs to take action to recover some
lost ground may be triggered. Mercury will move into opposition with Jupiter and bring forward
either harmony or contradiction related to how ones self admiration is either accepted or rejected
within one's social experience.

In order to be important you must accomplish something? The manner in which an individual
believes this will determine their experiences now. Being recognized by others may feel good, as
if the individual has accomplished something, yet what does this imply about external
validation? Ideally the individual's public accept and admiration will be the by-product of their
integrity as they commit to their responsibilities. In others perhaps a safer or friendly
understanding here would be to believe in one's self independent of externalized validation and
by paying direct attention to what an individuals responsibilities are as opposed to getting
involved in what is assumed to be the wants and needs of others. This is not to say ignore others
but to not get involved in their responsibilities. The feeling of knowing where that boundary is,
knowing when to not interfere with others, can be known if it is the intention of individual to
know such a thing. When we mind our own concerns as opposed to getting involved in the issues
of others we are able to better construct and develop our own sense of self respect and hence self
admiration. It is during this Moon in Leo transit that we can pay attention to how we feel sbout
what our responsibilities are, using this as a guide to such evolving self admiration while at the
same respecting the space of others who are also developing their own self esteem in their own
way. Coming to terms with one's own inspired optimism can also be big for some during this
Moon transit. A reconsidering as to why one is influential can bring a healthy change to how one
is able to follow their own inspiration desires with out automatically expecting some social
return.

06 Friday February 27th - Moon enters Cancer 7:51 AM

07 Sunday March 1st - Moon enters Leo 6:35 PM
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08 Wednesday March 4th - Moon enters Virgo 6:59 AM

09 Friday March 6th - Moon enters Libra 7:53 PM

10 Monday March 9th - Moon enters Scorpio 9:11 AM

We may admire how another can take courageous action or we may admire our own ability to do
so. The potential for sudden spontaneous action is high as it has been for sometime now and is
even more so during this period. The Moon in Virgo can have an individual questioning their
clarity as to what they believe or what they are giving energy to, what they are involved with.
There is a certain increase in criticalness which services the individual in that they are better able
to determine what is truly important to them. An ability to see oneself separate from the multi
opinions of others can bring them some relieve as they are no longer finding themselves playing
to the game which is actually the construction of another with less relation to ones own interest
than previously realized. Such clarity allows the individual to see the bigger picture which in turn
allows them to participate in these so called realities defined by others without being stuck in
them. When we can be clear as to what is our own responsibilities and what is not we can more
easily save ourselves from expending energy which has little or no return. The Virgo Moon
transit can be like an alarm bell in this respect telling us to either drop something or pay more
attention to our specific requirement. We can see from this understanding how our personal
health is more important than working extra hours for another who may not value our effort. It is
up to the individual to know how to prioritize personal energy. The individual may find their
partnership works or fails. Ideally as partners they are able to service their own specific needs
individually while being supportive of each others responsibilities and commitments.

Being clear as to why a partnership is important or what a particular partnership really means
may be more dominate and concerning than it typically would. Actions taken are possible
indicative as to what is considered appropriate for one's particular partnership situation. A mixed
sense of wanting to both go it alone verses wanting to be in a team or partnership may be
haunting some individual's. It is true there is a truck load of independent actions triggering many
right now, lots of independent situations going on, yet the real magic right now is to allow and
accept a partnership as a guiding force revealing important truths. These truths are available to
the individual who accepts their partner as a legitimate energy resonance or reflection of their
own individualized dynamic. Seeing the bigger picture or feeling the higher common
denominator will bring with it an understanding and acceptance of relationship where both
independence and partnership are each equally considered. There is a certain happenstance to
partnership that the individual recognizes. Emotional reaction right now, or difficulties if this is
the case, can be directly springing from one's inability to see or know their connection with
another while realizing that this connection in no way undoes their personal sovereignty.
Ultimately the partnership in no way impinges upon an individuals independent nature. Else the
individual would do well to intend to discover where their sense of sovereignty is not as real as
they thought.

The impulse to seek a deeper meaning right now can occur as the Moon transits Scorpio. The
feeling that an enriched understanding in relation to something an individual is currently
pursuing may occur. Perhaps questioning the quality of one's own expertise leads to a new and
valuable discovery. The gray area of a shared vision for example can become more real and
specific as the individual feels the history and future of their interest. As unexpected things
become known an adjustment to one's bigger plan is maybe necessary. Things change as one

Full Moon in Virgo Thursday March 5th 1:07 PM
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discovers some relevant data or information relative to their pursuit. A more direct and calculated
approach to public service or public value can be implemented when facts and data related to the
implementation of the specific service becomes known. Feeling reactions related to one's career
or public service success may be where this discovery begins. At times it may appear as if things
are not going well followed by the individual discovering something which makes a lot of sense
and gives them new vision and direction. Patience as such is a valuable asset when one becomes
sensitive. If something is not going the way expected the individual need merely look at the
beliefs which qualify their decisions and choices, specifically those beliefs which would
determine whether or not something was going the right way. Discovering one's own hidden
beliefs does not have to be difficult yet it does require an ability to be honest with one's self.
Scorpio Moon influence gives us a deeper reach which can allow us to discover our own
limitations. If we can discover what it is we are gripping onto perhaps then we can discover an
important hidden belief which when accepted will release inspirational energy.

Can the Moon's Sagittarius ingress trigger bold and courageous actions? Energy breaks free as
Mars and Uranus conjunct in Aries. The automatic nature of the global human will default to
aggressive action if the individual has unresolved issues in this area. This increased potential to
play out unresolved courage or ambition experiences can be independently triggered. The
impulsive self may feel more free than usual and so this creates the potential for spontaneous
interactions. Hopefully these will be enjoyable and harmonious yet this depends on the
individuals involved. Fleshing out ideas and ideals of questionable realism can also occur, and is
supported by a need to get better focused and clear as to what is the most important thing to do
right now. Acting impulsively exposes real intentions and beliefs. Assumptions which grew
unknowingly into truths within an individuals self image may also surface and be adjusted
through interactions. Not just ideas but also feelings, some unrealistic ideas can trigger actions
where an individuals impulses reveal their true feelings. A recent increase in self confidence may
to some feel as if it has been eroding and progress made is being canceled out. Such is not the
case as Jupiter remains retrograde since December 23rd and one's exploration into new self
confident territory is simple going thorough it's phases. Watch for this to shift on April 8th and
move forward once again yet this time with more realism and clarity.

Changes in structure affect both work related dynamics or social connections, or both. Changes
in structure can be changes in the rules or policies. These changes will be connected with other
changes which happened recently and are likely leading to other changes. The emotional
pressure can increase as a feeling that one needs to be somewhere or complete something on time
can nag and challenge. This can also be seen as a time to get clear as to what actions are to be
taken and to perhaps leave out redundant and unnecessary things. As typical within this Moon
cycle it is important that the individual move toward partnership or team work when the
opportunity arises as opposed to being tempted to go it alone. It may be that focusing on one's
priority is needed right now. If this is so then it will likely come down to being rather clear and
specific as to what actions and assertions one is to make and which assertions one is to avoid
making. Not knowing what to do yet feeling that something must be done can mean some
nebulous areas in one's vision require a keener sense of what is real. This can also manifest as a
boss or authority coming into one's personal space and directing things for the individual. This is

11 Wednesday March 11th - Moon enters Sagittarius 7:32 PM

12 Saturday March 14th - Moon enters Capricorn 2:41 AM
Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius Saturday March 14th 11:03 AM
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most likely a manifestation and indication of one's previous expectation that they are being
directed and controlled. By practicing acceptance the individual creates the opportunity to
discover the self identity and correlating belief which invites such authority into their personal
space.

This period delineated by the Moon's return to Aquarius may be experienced as a culmination of
wisdom or assessment where social and public relationships have been brought up to speed for
the individual. What is important may have changed for the individual during the last two
months. Qualities which were to qualify public self importance have likely been called out,
perhaps altered such that a more realistic or practical version can stand. Recent awakenings, or
perhaps setbacks, related to assumed public appeal, or one's wonderful admirable talent, is once
again calling for attention. Reality checks regarding one's social appeal or assumed greatness
have increased starting December 23rd and will continue until April 8th. The need to understand
and accept friends and social dynamics the way they actually are as opposed to the way one had
assumed they were may be triggering emotional reactions. How people feel about things
continues to gain popularity. Boldness can reveal one's social assumptions. Beliefs regarding
empathy may direct ones actions, or carry more weight than usual as choices are made.
Aggressive actions are an indicator as to what one believes, this sort of reveling increasing. An
underlining or hidden belief that there is some defined agreement which all accept or adhere too
is challenged as self or others do things which others may consider out of line. Those who
pertain to victimhood and external validation will be in discord as they call out their own polarity
match where social dynamics mimic the harmony and or contradiction of individual's beliefs
regarding who they are in relation to society.

Our emotions and feelings testify to our connection to others and to life itself. Pisces lets us
know realities which are all around us yet not necessarily known to us via our ego alone. Those
with a more intense focus on Pisces than others may well be aware of this mixing and flowing of
energy as they feel the realities of others and, again, of life itself. The difference is we, the
typical individual, can turn it off simply by paying attention to our specific goals and priorities.
The increase in Pisces indicated by the Neptune Pisces ingress which occurred back April 2011 is
huge as it indicates the removal of boundaries between peoples and many aspects of life. Since
then there has been a gradual increase in prioritizing the feelings of others which trumps
authorities of race religion or country of origin. Humanity is increasing their compassion and to
this end the obstacles, religions authority as one example, sticks out as a hindrance to this
compassion acceptance. To deal with a history of isolation due to something like religious belief
or custom the individual must have these sort of issues played out so that they can access their
position within it. Accepting the compassionate nature of the individual as a natural order or
natural law as opposed to a local man made law frees the individual from the local paradigms
created by local authority and opens the individual to connections which are more Universal in
nature, very Pisces. The Moon in Pisces now will trigger the individual in areas where their logic
and mind may be able to accept a past limitation and to make the choice to let go of some belief
the individual is gripping onto and to as such open themselves up to more of who they are as
Spirit. Neptune will transit Pisces until the spring of 2025.

13 Monday March 16th - Moon enters Aquarius 6:15 AM

14 Wednesday March 18th - Moon enters Pisces 6:59 AM
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Wednesday February 18th 6:48 PM EST

William Oulton
February 17th
2015

01 My partnership is supported and enhanced by my sense of independence.

02 My natural independent nature is supported by my partnership.

03 As an independent person I at times assist others by enhancing their effort.

04 My artistic expression satisfies my urge to have a public voice.

05 I am appreciated for my ability to be selective as to what tasks I do concerning mutual interest.

06 My feeling for my family motivates me to do the necessary things to forge a secure future for us.

07 The freedom I allow my mind and ideas is skillfully directed to specific tasks as I discern what is
appropriate to accomplish major goals.

08 I am able to explore fantastic ideas without interfering with my practical needs.

09 I feel the boundaries between cultures and religions dissolving.

10 I am inspired to accept partnership in a new and fresh way.

11Freedom is a sacred thing given to each individual by Creation itself.

12 I am discerning inventive and diplomatic when selecting prioritizing and directing activities.

13 I get things done on time because I am able to determine the most important areas to focus
activities on.

14 Just because I allow others to say what is on their mind in respectful way doesn't mean I agree
that it is correct for me.

15 My spontaneous impulsive self responds to my foundational clarity and established sense of
security.

16 My freedom sometimes means includes allowing others their limitations.

17 The changes which are affecting shared public resources are in harmony with my inspirational
ideas and actions.

18 I am discovering new ways to find for security and comfort for my family.

19 I value the boarder less connection between all things.

20 I feel the healing energy of Spirit flooding all living things.

21 Today is a special day as I feel the inspiration of forever filling my local experiences.


